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Abstract The knowledge of conformational transition paths in proteins can
be useful for understanding protein mechanisms. Recently, we have introduced
the As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) interpolation method, for generating interpolation paths between two protein conformations. The method was shown to
preserve well the rigidity of the initial conformation along the path. However,
because the method is totally geometry-based, the generated paths may be
inconsistent because the atom interactions are ignored. Therefore, in this article,
we would like to introduce a new method to generate conformational transition
paths with low potential-energy barriers for proteins. The method is composed
of three processing stages. First, ARAP interpolation is used for generating an
initial path. Then, the path conformations are enhanced by a clash remover.
Finally, Nudged Elastic Band, a path-optimization method, is used to produce
a low-energy path. Large energy reductions are found in the paths obtained
from the method than in those obtained from the ARAP interpolation method
alone. The results also show that ARAP interpolation is a good candidate for
generating an initial path because it leads to lower potential-energy paths than
two other common methods for path interpolation.
Keywords Protein conformational transition · as-rigid-as-possible · nudged
elastic band · low-energy path
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1 Introduction
Today, although a large number of protein structures are available, the transitions among them are little known due to the limitation of current experimental
techniques [1,2]. The knowledge of these transitions, however, may be key to
the understanding of protein mechanisms [3].
Therefore, computational methods have become important for predicting
protein conformational transition paths. Classical methods for finding molecular
paths are molecular dynamics [4] and Monte Carlo [5] simulations. However,
the time taken for these simulations risks to be too long before a system reaches
one of the transition states which are rare, short-lived and associated with
high-energy barriers [6]. Hence, recent developments focus on accelerating these
simulation techniques by manipulating temperature, energy or forces [7–12].
For proteins, some methods ignore atomic interactions to predict transition
pathways by only geometrical means because proteins are known to possess
certain flexibility in their structures [3]. The interest of these methods is that
they are typically much more time-efficient than the simulation-based methods
because the computational cost related to atomic interactions is removed.
A simple geometric means to generate a path between two protein conformations is linear interpolation in the Cartesian coordinate system, where the
atom positions are linearly interpolated between those in the initial and target
conformations. However, the results from this method are prone to unrealistic
bond lengths and bond angles. The linear interpolation in the internal coordinate system as implemented in LSQMAN [13, 14] gives more realistic results
because bond lengths and bond angles are controlled. However, distortions may
occur in the path conformations due to the accumulation of rigid transforms
[15]. Therefore, more complicated methods have been devised to produce more
realistic paths. The Linear Synchronous Transit (LST) method [16] generates a paths by using the linear interpolation of atom distances as constraint.
The method is suitable for small-sized systems because it solves iteratively a
quadratic-complexity problem, which is computationally expensive.
Complicated methods have been developed to find more realistic paths
such as those based on hinge localization and restrained interpolation [17], or
rigidity analysis combined with geometric and steric constraints (the FRODA
method [18]. An extension of the latter, which is also called geometric targeting
method, considers as additional constraint the Root Mean Squared Deviation
(RMSD) from the target conformation [19].
Most recent methods employ a coarse grain model, and in particular the
elastic network model (ENM), which represents a protein by a string of alpha
carbon atoms. The advantage of such representation is typically the reduction
of the number of degrees of freedom as compared to an all-atom representation,
and it has shown some success in predicting conformational transition paths
for proteins. Among the methods using such a model, the Climber method
[20] which imposes harmonic restrains on distances among alpha carbon atoms
successfully predicted intermediate structures for several proteins. The MORPHPRO method [21] performs linear interpolation of alpha-carbon atom positions
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while restraining the distances between consecutive alpha carbon atoms to
about 3.8 Å, to produce a path of protein-like structures. The combination of
ENM with a Brownian dynamics simulation is proposed in [22] for protein path
search. In [23], the idea of minimum action path [24] combined with structural
relaxation has successfully predicted intermediate structures for several protein
cases. These methods, however, depend on an iterative procedure to find a
path, which can be computationally expensive. The ENM also allows to extract
normal modes where low-frequency modes are known to associate with largeamplitude motions of proteins. Protein paths derived from normal modes have
been proposed in many studies where the modes are extracted using Cartesian
coordinates [1, 25], internal coordinates [26,27] or rigid blocks representations
[28,29]. Some of these methods are integrated in web servers [28,27] making
them easily accessible to the public.Other methods using the coarse grain model
for generating protein paths include [30–33]. Coarse-graining methods improve
the computational cost significantly compared to many methods based on an
all-atom model. The reader can refer to Orelana et al. [22] for the efficiency
of some of these methods. Nevertheless, due to model approximation, these
methods can give inaccurate results or miss important information [34, 35].
Recently, we proposed to apply the As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) principle
from computer graphics for generating a path between two protein conformations [36]. The method was shown to have linear complexity and does not require
an iterative solver, and hence, is efficient even when an all-atom model is used.
The obtained paths preserve well the rigidity of the original protein structures
(in terms of bond lengths and bond angles) whose changes are sources for
high-energy conformations.
Although the geometry-based methods can give good predictions of global
motions of proteins, they may generate inconsistent paths because the atomic interactions are ignored. To generate physically feasible paths, path-optimization
methods such as Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) [37], String [38], or Conjugate
Peak Gradient (CPG) [39] can be applied with the atomic interactions. Their
adaptations have been successfully applied for molecular systems as shown by
[40–42]. In general, they use analytical approaches to minimize the structures
on a given path (the NEB and String methods) or to create a new optimal
structure between two given structures on the fly (the CPG method).
The purpose of this article is to introduce a three-stage method for generating a protein conformational transition path with low potential energy
between two given conformations. The first stage uses ARAP interpolation
for generating an initial path. The conformations in this path are then improved with a clash remover in the second stage. Finally, the third stage applies
NEB to optimize this path to a low-energy path. The NEB method has been
successfully applied for non-protein systems [42]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, such application has never been applied for proteins.
In our study, we employ potential energy instead of free energy because the
computation of potential energy is readily available in many software packages
such as GROMACS [43], CHARMM [44], AMBER [45], GROMOS [46], etc.
Although potential energy lacks dynamics information (kinetic energy and
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entropy), which may limit the discussion of the results, it has been shown to
reveal important trends and insights for many systems [47]. In any case, our
goal is to produce a first physically feasible path so that this path can be used
for other advanced methods such as the transition path sampling or umbrella
sampling for computing free energy differences [48,49] or predicting reaction
rates [50]. In the next section, the method will be presented in detail, which is
followed by the section on the experiments and results.

2 Methodology
The overview of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. The input includes
an initial and a target conformation of a protein. The first stage uses ARAP
interpolation (ARAPi) to generate a path representing the transition from the
initial conformation to the target conformation. The second stage improves this
path by removing clashes in the path conformations. The third stage applies
NEB on the path to produce an optimized path with a low energy barrier. The
details of each stage are presented below.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

ARAPi

Clash
Remover

NEB

Initial & target
conformations

Optimized
path

Fig. 1: The three-stage method for generating an optimized path from an initial
and a target conformation.

2.1 ARAP interpolation (ARAPi)
The ARAPi method has been proposed for generating an interpolation path
between two protein conformations [36]. Although the method is purely geometrical, the generated paths capture feasible motions by conserving the local
rigidity of the initial conformation (i.e. the bond lengths and bond angles) as
much as possible. The main principle of the method is reminded here.
Let us take a molecular structure containing n atoms a0 , . . . , an−1 connected
by covalent bonds. Let pi ∈ R3 be the atom positions in the initial conformation
S and p0i their positions in the target conformation S0 for i ∈ [0, n − 1].
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From the molecular topology, n sets Ni can be extracted, where each set
consists of a central atom ai and all the atoms covalently bonded to this central
atom. This way of constructing the ARAP sets is also called one-ring neighbor
topology.
From each ARAP set, a cell Ci is defined as a set of the positions of all
the atoms in Ni for the conformation S. An example of decomposing a simple
molecular system into ARAP cells using the one-ring neighborhood is shown
in Figure 2a and 2b.
Let us now consider Ci and C0i , the cells centered on ai in the initial and
target conformations, respectively. According to Sorkine et al. [51], the rotation
to best align Ci onto C0i can be computed by minimizing the cell deformation
energy E(Ci , C0i ), also called ARAP cell energy:
E(Ci , C0i ) =

X

ωij ||p0i − p0j − Ri (pi − pj )||2

(1)

j∈Ni

where ωij is the weight associated to the bond bij connecting atom ai with
atom aj in N(i). We use ωij = ωji = 1. Figure 2c shows an example of a
rotation Ri which minimizes the ARAP cell energy.

Fig. 2: A simple molecular system in (a) is decomposed into ARAP cells for
3 atoms A, B, and C using the one-ring neighborhood (in (b)). An example
of ARAP-cell alignment by rotation is shown in (c): the left-most and middle
pictures represent the initial and target cells with corresponding central vertices
pi and p0i , respectively; the right-most picture shows the best rotation R to
align the initial cell with the target cell by minimizing the sum of the squared
distances represented by the red arrows.
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Given the aligning rotations Ri of all the cells, an ARAP transformation
b i which minimizes the ARAP energy, EARAP ,
finds the vertex positions p
defined as:
X
X
b j − Ri (pi − pj )||2
EARAP =
ωi
ωij ||b
pi − p
(2)
i

j∈Ni

where ωi is a cell weight. By default, we take ωi = 1, ∀i, i.e. uniform cell weight.
The idea of ARAP interpolation is to interpolate the cell aligning rotations
found by minimizing Equation 1, and then, to compute the interpolated
conformations based on these interpolated rotations. Therefore, a parameter t ∈
[0, 1] that represents interpolation instances is introduced, where t = 0 and t = 1
correspond to the initial conformation and the target conformation, respectively.
b i (t) of an intermediate conformation, one
For finding the atom positions p
minimizes the ARAP energy at t, EARAP (t), defined as:

EARAP (t) =

P

i

ωi

P

j∈Ni

b j (t) − Ri (t)(pi − pj )||2
ωij ||b
pi (t) − p

where Ri (t) is the interpolated rotation between the identity transform I
and the rotation Ri . Nguyen et al. [36] proposed to use the Spherical linear
interpolation (Slerp) method [52] for rotation interpolation.
The minimization problem has been shown to lead to solving a linear
b (t) is a matrix concatenating the
algebra system Lb
p(t) = b(t) [36], where p
unknown atom positions of the intermediate conformation at t and b(t) is
a matrix of the same size. L is a square matrix independent of t. When
the one-ring neighbor topology is used for constructing the ARAP sets, L
is a sparse, symmetric and positive definite matrix, for which we can thus
compute a Cholesky decomposition. Because its coefficients are independent
on t, this decomposition can be performed only once, and used to compute
all the intermediate conformations. The characteristics of L also makes the
ARAPi method efficient because the complexity of solving the linear algebra
equation is almost linear. The details on the construction of these matrices can
be found in [36].
The last equation, however, does not allow the interpolation path to reach
the target conformation, i.e. the conformation solved for t = 1 does not coincide
exactly with the target conformation. Hence, [36] proposed to modify EARAP (t)
as follows,
X
X
b j (t)
EARAP (t) =
ωi
ωij ||b
pi (t) − p
i

j∈Ni

− sij (t)Rij (t)Ri (t)(pi − pj )||2
where Rij (t) and sij (t) are the interpolated values of the extra rotation Rij
and the scale factor sij . Rij and sij must satisfy the following relation for ∀i
and ∀j ∈ Ni ,
p0i − p0j = sij Rij Ri (pi − pj )
(3)
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i.e., Rij and sij define the extra operations that allow to transform pi − pj
exactly into p0i − p0j .
The last equation also suggests one to compute Rij after the computation of
Ri . The computation of Rij can be done by aligning the vector Ri (pi −pj ) onto
kp0 −p0 k

the vector p0i −p0j . The scale factor can be computed as, sij = kpii −pjj k . As stated
in [36], let us notice that the method is not symmetric, i.e. an interpolation
from structures A to B would give a different result than an interpolation from
B to A. However, these differences are not related to hysteresis phenomena
since the method only considers the geometric aspects. The Experiments and
Results section shows an example that the differences between the forward and
reverse paths are very limited.
2.2 Clash remover
We introduce here a method for removing clashes due to overlapping atoms
(steric clashes), and clashes due to the crossing of covalent bonds through
aromatic-ring surfaces (called ring clashes by analogy). As we will see, removing
steric clashes strongly decreases the energy of the path conformations, which
leads to lower-energy conformations after the NEB optimization. Removing
ring clashes is also necessary, since the escape of the clashing bonds from these
rings requires overcoming a small energy barrier (the van der Waals energy
increases when the bonds cross over the ring boundaries), and hence, local
minimization methods cannot resolve this problem.
A steric clash is detected whenever the distance between any pair of nonbonded atoms is smaller than a predefined threshold dsteric . To remove this
clash type, we optimize a system of springs between these atoms to push them
apart. Besides, extra springs are also established for the bonds involving these
clashing atoms to preserve these bond lengths. An example of this model is
shown in Figure 3a and 3b.
The spring force FC applied on the atom C which is bonded to the clashing
atom A is defined as
pA − pC
FC = kbonded (kpA − pC k − d0CA )2
kpA − pC k
where kbonded is the spring constant for bonded atoms and d0CA is the initial
bond length between the atoms A and C. pA and pC are the current positions
of the atoms A and C.
The force applied on the clashing atom A is FA = −FC + FAB , i.e. the
sum of the opposite force to FC and the spring force from the interaction with
its clashing atom B, FAB , defined as,
pB − pA
FAB = ksteric (kpB − pA k − dsteric )2
(4)
kpB − pA k
where ksteric is the spring constant for steric clashing atoms and pB is the
current position of the atom B. The forces applied on the atoms B and D can
be derived similarly as for the atoms A and C, respectively.
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For ring clashes, we first detect all the aromatic rings in the structures.
This is simple because the standard amino acids in proteins which have aromatic rings are known such as histidine, proline, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and
tryptophan. An illustration of the ring-clash detection and removal is shown
in Figure 3c, 3d and 3e. A ring clash is detected if any covalent bond crosses
through a ring surface. For each ring, we first locate its center of mass made
by all of the ring atoms. The ring surface is then decomposed into triangular
surfaces, each of which is defined by the ring center-of-mass and a ring bond
(Figure 3d). Finally, we geometrically check whether a covalent bond nearby
cuts any of the triangular surfaces. To remove a ring clash, an external force is
applied to push each atom of the clashing bond outside the ring. The pushing
direction is a vector rring pointing from the ring center-of-mass to the cut-point
position (the intersection of the clashing bond and any triangular surfaces of
the ring). Springs are also used for bonded atoms in the ring to maintain the
ring shape (Figure 3e).
Suppose A and B are the atoms of the clashing bond of a ring clash. The
spring force applied on the atom A is defined as,
FA = kring (kpA − rc k − dring )2

rring
krring k

(5)

where kring is the force constant for clashing-bond atoms in a ring clash. pA
is the current position of the atom A, rc is the current ring center, and dring
is the minimum distance for resolving ring clashes. The force FB applied on
atom B can be expressed in a similar manner.
The force applied on a ring atom is the sum of the spring forces from the
interactions with its two neighbor (bonded) atoms. For example the force FR2
applying on the ring atom R2 is
FR2 = FR2 R1 + FR2 R3

(6)

where FR2 R1 and FR2 R3 are the spring forces among the bonded atom,
and hence, defined as,
pR1
kpR1
pR3
− pR2 k − d0R3 R2 )2
kpR3

FR2 R1 = kbonded (kpR1 − pR2 k − d0R1 R2 )2
FR2 R3 = kbonded (kpR3

− pR2
− pR2 k
− pR2
− pR2 k

where d0R1 R2 and d0R3 R2 are the initial lengths of the bonds between R1 and
R2 , and between R3 and R2 , respectively. We use the same spring constant
kbonded for bonded atoms in both steric-clash and ring-clash removals.
The clash removal is an adaptive process applied for the maximum of 200
steps with an initial step size of 0.005 fs. For each step, each atom displacement
is also constrained not to exceed 0.1 Å. In addition, if the new-state energy
is greater than the last-state energy, the new state is rejected and the step
size is reduced by half. Contrarily, if the new-state energy is smaller than the
last-state energy, the new state is accepted and the step size is increased by 1.2.
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b)

B

A

D

c)

D
C

C

d)

e)

R4

B
R3

R5

A
R1

x

R2

Fig. 3: Example of a steric-clash removal: a) two clashing atoms are an oxygen
(red ball A) and a hydrogen (white ball B); the spring forces for the steric-clash
removal are applied on the clashing atoms (green arrows) and the atoms bonded
to them (orange arrows); b) the result after applying steric-clash removal.
Example of a ring-clash removal: c) A ring clash occurs when a covalent bond
crosses through an aromatic-ring surface (left). The result of the proposed
ring-clash removal method (right). d) The three types of rings existing for the
20 standard amino acids, with their triangular-surface decomposition. White
balls represent atoms and small blue circles represent the ring center-of-mass.
e) The cutting point (red cross) between the clashing bond (green line) and one
of the triangular surfaces is determined. Then, the force direction (blue dashed
arrow) for clash removal is determined. Finally, the clash removing forces (blue
solid arrows) are applied on the two atoms of the clashing bonds. The springs
among the bonded atoms of the ring, which are presented by zigzag lines, are
there to maintain the ring shape during the escape of the clashing bond.

The process is stopped as soon as all the steric and ring clashes are resolved.
This adaptive process ensures that the clash-removing minimization always
goes downhill in its energy landscape. Table 1 shows the chosen parameters
for the clash removal stage. With these parameters, the method was efficient
enough to remove all the clashes within 200 steps for all the tested systems.
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Table 1: Parameters for the clash remover.
ksteric
5 N.nm−2

dsteric
0.11 nm

kring
10 N.nm−2

dring
0.3 nm

kbonded
0.05 N.nm−2

2.3 Nudged Elastic Band
Nudged Elastic Band is a well-known method for finding low-energy paths
from a given initial path [37,53]. The method adjusts the initial path until it
converges to a final minimum-energy path. To do this, the method iteratively
applies forces on each conformation of the path. Each force is composed of two
components. The first one, the component of the potential force perpendicular
to the path, drives a conformation to its minimum-energy state on the hyperplane perpendicular to the path tangent (a property of minimum-energy paths).
The second one, the spring force, maintains the distances among the consecutive
conformations on the path. We use the NEB version presented in [37], which
improves the kink problem in the paths due to the path-tangent approximation.
For finding the best direction to move each conformation in each iteration,
we apply the efficient Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine (FIRE) method [54].
We apply FIRE for moving the conformations and stop the process after a
maximum number of iterations nN EB is reached. We use the spring constant
−2
of 1000 eV.Å for all the springs, and nN EB = 1000. We found that these
parameters gave stable and converging results for the tested systems. The NEB
method was implemented as a multi-core module on the SAMSON platform
[55] by one of our colleagues.

3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Experimental setup
We applied the method on the 12 protein cases that had been used to validate
the ARAPi method [36]. We would like to show that the proposed method can
give low-energy transition paths. Hence, for comparison sake, we also present
the results when using two other interpolation methods: linear interpolation in
Cartesian space (Linear) and Linear Synchronous Transit (LST). For generating
low-energy paths with either Linear or LST, we perform the same procedure
shown in Figure 1 with the replacement of the ARAPi method by one of them.
The Linear method generates intermediate conformations by linearly interpolating atom positions between the initial and target conformations. Therefore,
the position of the ith atom in the tth intermediate conformation is computed
as,
b i (t) = (1 − t)pi + tp0i
p
(7)
The LST method, originally proposed by Halgren et al. [16], has been
employed alone or in combination with more sophisticated methods [56–58]
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for generating good initial guesses of reaction paths when studying chemical
reactions. The combination of the method with NEB has been successfully
applied to small systems [42] but is rarely found for protein systems due to the
quadratic complexity of the method. We propose here to adapt the method for
protein systems.
The idea behind LST is to generate intermediate conformations such that
each conformation has the atom-pair distances as close to the linearly interpolated ones between the initial and the target conformations as possible. Because
b i (t)
this condition cannot be satisfied for all the atom pairs, the atom positions p
in the tth intermediate conformation are solved by minimizing the following
energy formula:
E(t) =

X (rij (t) − rij (t))2
i>j

(rij )

4

+β

X

kb
pi (t) − pi (t)k

(8)

i

where pi (t) = (1 − t)pi + tp0i is the interpolated atom position. rij (t) =
kb
pi (t)−b
pj (t)k is the distance between the ith and jth atoms in the intermediate
conformation and rij (t) is the prescribed distance between the ith and jth atoms
and calculated by linear interpolation, i.e. rij = (1 − t)kpi − pj k + tkp0i − p0j k.
The role of the first term in Equation 8 is to restrain the atom-pair distances
toward their linearly interpolated ones. The role of the second term is to suppress
the translational and rotational variations. Hence, β is typically taken small
enough so that this second term is much smaller than the first one.
In our implementation of the LST method, to locate each intermediate
conformation, we start from a conformation whose atom positions are linearly
b i (t) = pi (t).
interpolated between the initial and final conformations, i.e. p
Then, the FIRE method is applied to minimize this conformation for a number
of iterations nLST . Finally, since considering all the atom pairs would incur a
quadratic cost, we consider only the atom pairs which are covalently bonded.
In the LST method, we use β = 10−6 as in [16] and nLST = 1000.
The ARAPi, Linear, and LST methods were implemented in C++ codes,
as modules on the SAMSON platform.
A summary of the experiments is shown in Table 2. In each case, the initial
and target structures are obtained from the Protein Data Bank [59]. Their
PDB entries and chain IDs are given in the third column of the table. Because
our method requires potential-energy evaluation, the input structures must be
complete and have exactly the same set of atoms. However, this is hardly the
case because the protein structures obtained from online databases usually have
missing residues, missing atoms, and mismatched atoms due to mutations. For
reconstructing missing residues, we use MODELLER [60] integrated in Chimera
[61]. For resconstructing heavy atoms, SwissPDB [62] is used. Afterwards, the
command pdb2gmx in GROMACS [63] is used with the GROMOS96 43a1 force
field parameters to add hydrogen atoms. The topology output is then used for
the energy evaluation by GROMACS integrated in the SAMSON platform.
At this stage, the input structures have no missing residues or atoms. Next,
we need to resolve the mutation problem by generating a new target structure
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Table 2: Experiment descriptions and some results for generating low-energy
paths with the proposed method.
Experiment
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Name
5’-Nucleotidase
Adenylate Kinase
Alcohol Dehydrogenase
Calmodulin
Collagenase
Dengue 2 Virus Envelope Glycoprotein
Dihydrofolate Reductase
Diphtheria Toxin
DNA Polymerase
Pyrophosphokinase
Pyruvate Phosphate Dikinase
Spindle Assembly Checkpoint Protein

Initial/Target
(pdb and chain code)
1HP1(A)/1HPU(C)
4AKE(A)/1AKE(A)
8ADH(A)/6ADH(A)
1CFD(A)/1CFC(A)
1NQD(A)/1NQJ(B)
1OAN(A)/1OK8(A)
1RX2(A)/1RX6(A)
1DDT(A)/1MDT(A)
1IH7(A)/1IG9(A)
1HKA(A)/1Q0N(A)
1KBL(A)/2R82(A)
1DUJ(A)/1KLQ(A)

no.
atoms
5123
2085
3516
1459
1257
3866
1602
5223
9525
1597
8541
1934

Distance
dm (Å)
32.19
21.47
12.31
13.41
38.70
32.66
12.10
49.89
30.61
24.79
47.85
37.54

Path
size L
97
64
37
40
116
98
36
150
92
74
144
113

NEB
time (s)
534.5
99.9
119.1
39.2
112.1
336.2
42.2
874.4
1153.2
83.7
1619.7
174.3

such that it has the same set of atoms as the initial structure. We found that
we could use the ARAP interpolation method in [36] for this job. Firstly, the
method in [36] can take the initial and target structures with mismatched
atoms due to mutation, and gives a path where all the conformations are
defined for the same structure. Secondly, the final conformation in the path
coincides exactly with the target structure (for matched atoms). Therefore, we
applied this method to obtain a path with no intermediate conformations, i.e.
a path containing only two conformations. The first and last conformations in
this path become the initial and target conformation, respectively. Another
advantage gained from this technique for resolving the mutation issue is that
the resulting initial and target conformations are also structurally aligned.
Finally, since most path-optimization methods find paths between two conformations which are at their local minima, the initial and target conformations
are relaxed to their local minima. The FIRE method is also used for this job.
The relaxed conformations serve as the initial and target conformations for the
three-stage method shown in Figure 1.
The number of conformations to generate for a path is defined based on
dm , the maximum displacement of all the atoms between the initial and target
conformations, i.e.
dm =

max (|p0i − pi |)

(9)

i∈[0,n−1]

We chose to have 3 conformations/Å, and hence L, the total number of
conformations along a path (including the initial and target conformations) is
equal to:

L=[

dm
]
d0

(10)

where [·] is the rounding operator which rounds a value to their nearest integer
value and d0 = 13 Å. Table 2 also shows dm and L for all the experiments.
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3.2 Results
3.2.1 Processing Time
The total processing time of each experiment is shown in Figure 4a. It sums up
the time from the path interpolation (with ARAPi, Linear, or LST), from clash
removal, and from NEB optimization. Results show that, in all the experiments,
the method using ARAPi is slightly less time-consuming than the one using
Linear, whereas the one using LST is the most time-consuming.
a) Path processing time for all experiments

2500

ARAPi
Linear
LST

2000

b) Clash-removal time for all the experiments

450

ARAPi
Linear
LST

400
350

seconds

seconds

300

1500

1000

250
200
150
100

500

50
0

0
1

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
Experiment ID

9

10

11
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1

2

3

4

5
6
7
8
Experiment ID

9

10

11

12

Fig. 4: a) Path-processing time and b) clash removal time of each experiment
for the paths generated from the ARAPi, Linear, and LST methods.
To explain why ARAPi paths tend to consume least time, let us analyze
the time in detail for each stage of the method proposed in Figure 1.
The computational complexity for the interpolation stage is almost linear
with the number of conformations and the number of atoms for ARAPi and
LST, whereas it is is strictly linear for Linear. The interpolation time per
conformation per atom is smallest for Linear (29.5 ± 11.4 µs), followed closely
by ARAPi (32.3 ± 11.5 µs), and largest for LST (239.6 ± 13.5 µs). In other
words, LST is 7 to 8 times slower than ARAPi and Linear because it requires
an iterative solver to find each intermediate conformation. Note that here, we
chose the number of iterations in LST quite high, nLST = 1000, to ensure
the convergence of the method. However, we will see later that despite this
setting, LST tends to lead to higher-energy paths as compared to the solutions
obtained from Linear or ARAPi.
Figure 4b shows the computational time spent for removing clashes. As one
can see, the clash removal takes the least time for the ARAPi paths in all the
experiments. This is because steric clash is domninant in all the paths and the
ARAPi paths have the least number of steric clashes (see below).
Finally, the time taken by the NEB stage is shown in the last column
of Table 2. This time is independent of the interpolation methods since the
number of NEB iterations and the path size are the same for each experiment.
Among the three stages, the NEB stage is the most time-consuming.
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3.2.2 Number of clashes
Figure 5 shows on the logarithmic scale the total initial number of clashes
(augmented by 1 to avoid undefined values) detected for the interpolated paths.
a)

b)

Fig. 5: a) Number of steric clashes and b) number of ring clashes, for all the
experiments. The values are augmented by 1 to avoid undefined values on the
logarithmic scale.
As one can see, ARAPi leads to paths with fewer steric clashes than the
other interpolation methods (Figure 5a). This result was expected as ARAPi
better preserves the local rigidity of the initial conformation. Surprisingly,
ARAPi tends to lead to more ring clashes than the other methods (Figure 5b).
The probable reason is that Linear and LST tend to give the paths where
certain parts of the structure are shrunk (see Figure 7). This phenomenon
reduces the ring-surface areas, and hence, ring clashes are less likely to occur.
Note that the number of ring clashes remains relatively small compared to the
number of steric clashes.
3.2.3 Reduction of energy barriers
Our objective is to obtain paths with energy barriers as low as possible.
Therefore, to assess a path quality, we compute the potential-energy barrier Ē
of each path. This quantity is computed as the difference between the maximum
energy of the path conformations and the energy of the initial conformation,
i.e.
Ē = max E(Ri ) − E(R0 )
(11)
i∈[0,L−1]

In our proposed method, the energy barrier is reduced at two stages: after
the clash removal and after the path optimization. Hence, we studied the
reduction factors finterp/clash = Ēinterp /Ēclash and fclash/neb = Ēclash /Ēneb ,
where Ēinterp , Ēclash , Ēneb are the path barriers after interpolation, after clash
removal, and after NEB optimization, respectively. We observed large energy
reductions for both stages, with finterp/clash ranging from 2×102 to 2×1014 and
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fclash/neb ranging from 5×102 to 6.3×104 . The details of the energy reduction
for each benchmark can be found in Section 1 of the Supplementary Material.
The potential-energy barriers of the final paths are shown in Table 3 and
Figure 6. As one can see, the optimized paths arising from ARAPi have the
lowest energy barriers in all the experiment (Figure 6). The optimized paths
arising from LST have lower energy barriers than those arising from Linear
in only two experiments (experiments 5 and 8). It means that despite the
1000 iterations required by the LST method, the final solutions obtained have
typically higher energy barriers than those arising from the other two methods
(ARAPi and Linear). Table 3 also shows that ARAPi can produce paths with
energy barriers limited to few hundreds kcal/mol as in experiments 2, 4, and 7
where the barriers are less than 500 kcal/mol.
Table 3: Potential-energy barriers (in kcal/mol) of the optimized paths arising
from ARAPi, Linear, and LST methods.
Experiment ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ARAPi
5135
383
1917
366
2071
10486
457
8339
1289
5801
4449
22864

Linear
9379
634
3921
1479
9063
19556
1066
110543
7984
5909
16572
32149

LST
12633
1410
8349
2119
6622
25160
1341
91242
10997
6988
27042
37755

3.2.4 Preservation of bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles
It has been shown previously [36] that ARAPi preserves well bond lengths
and bond angles, whereas dihedral angles may largely vary to allow the conformational changes. Here, we performed the same analysis, comparing the
paths obtained after optimization using either ARAPi, LST or Linear. The
plots showing the deviation in bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles
along a path from the initial structure of one representative experiment can
be found in Section 2 of the Supplementary Material. First, let us note that
before optimization, the LST paths preserve well the bond lengths since the
objective of LST is to directly make the bond lengths as close as possible to
the linear interpolated bond-length values. However, LST poorly preserves
bond angles, particularly because our implementation of LST only considers
covalently bonded atom pairs.
Now when considering the paths after optimization, we observed that those
generated from ARAPi largely preserve much better the bond lengths and
bond angles as compared to those generated from Linear or LST.
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Fig. 6: Final potential-energy barriers of the optimized paths for each experiment.

Regarding the dihedral angle, the three interpolation methods allow large
variations of this quantity even after optimization, which shows that the proteins
mostly transition by dihedral motions. Such a result was expected as dihedral
motions are the ones which best preserve the potential energy.
3.2.5 Visual inspection of the optimized paths
In general, the motions obtained with the ARAPi method are subjected to less
structural degeneration than those obtained with the Linear or LST methods.
Let us consider, as a representative example, the case of the Diphtheria Toxin
shown in Figure 7. This figure shows the motions of Diphtheria Toxin after
interpolation (with ARAPi, Linear, or LST), and after optimization (with
NEB). Noticeable changes were not observed after clash removal because the
clash remover only resolves steric and ring clashes locally, which does not affect
significantly the secondary structures in our case. Therefore, the results after
clash removal are not shown in the figure.
Figure 7 shows significant changes in the protein structures of the paths
after the path optimization, especially for those arising from the Linear and
LST methods. In contrast, the ARAPi path and its optimized one do not differ
greatly, i.e. the ARAPi path is already very close to its optimized solution. This
behavior has also been observed for the rest of the experiments (not shown).
A closer examination at Figure 7 reveals that the red-and-yellow domain is
shrunk at some moment along the optimized Linear and the optimized LST
paths while the optimized ARAPi path does not show this behavior. We found
that the most shrunk conformations were the ones with the highest energy
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along the paths. This explains why the optimized Linear and optimized LST
paths have higher potential-energy barriers than the optimized ARAPi path.

Interpolated
Optimized

ARAPi

Interpolated
Optimized

Linear

Interpolated

LST

Optimized

Fig. 7: The paths for Diphtheria Toxin after interpolation (with ARAPi, Linear,
or LST) and after NEB optimization. The paths after clash removal are not
shown because this stage does not strongly change the secondary structures.
The ARAPi paths do not vary much after optimization because the ARAPi
method generates paths already close to the optimized ones. Visible structural
degeneration is found in the Linear and LST paths after interpolation. Thanks
to the path-optimization method, this problem is reduced as seen in the
optimized paths generated from the Linear and LST methods. However, the
optimization cannot entirely remove the shrinkage problem, which is the source
for high potential-energy barriers in the optimized Linear and LST paths.

Although the optimized ARAPi paths have lower energy barriers for all
the experiments, self-intersections along the paths were detected for the three
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following experiments: the 5’-Nucleotidase (Figure 8), the Dengue 2 Virus
Envelope Glycoprotein (Figure 9), and the Spindle Assembly Checkpoint
protein (Figure 10). This problem has two causes. First, the ARAPi method
only preserves the local rigidity, and hence, does not guarantee the absence of
self-intersections between two distant parts of the same structure. Second, the
Slerp method used for rotation interpolation cannot generate rotation motions
larger than 180 degrees, which may be necessary for certain cases such as the
helix formation. In fact, the self-intersection problem is challenging to any
deterministic interpolation method. The Linear and LST paths also encounter
this problem for Dengue 2 Virus Envelope Glycoprotein, and Spindle Assembly
Checkpoint protein as shown in Figure 9 and 10, respectively. Although the
shrinkage effect in the Linear and LST paths of 5’-Nucleotidase helps to avoid
this problem (see Figure 8), it raises the potential-energy barrier as discussed
above for Diphtheria Toxin. Note that we also applied our method on the
well-known case of Tyrosin kinase [64–67] and encountered this problem from
an end-loop of the structure (see Section 3 of the Supplementary Material).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8: Optimized paths for 5’-Nucleotidase from a) ARAPi b) Linear c) LST.
Self-intersections (pointed by red arrows) are found for the optimized-ARAPi
path (sequence a). The optimized Linear and LST paths do not have this
problem but they have the shrinkage problem (for e.g. the protein parts in the
red dashed rectangular boxes in sequences b and c are smaller in size than the
same parts in the rest of the snapshots).
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 9: Optimized paths for Dengue 2 Virus Envelope Glycoprotein from a)
ARAPi b) Linear c) LST. The self-intersection problem is found in the optimized
paths from all the interpolation methods, as pointed by the red arrows. For
each path (each sequence), the yellow loop is in front of the blue loop in the
second snapshot; it then enters the blue loop in the third snapshot; and finally
escape behind the blue loop in the fourth snapshot.

3.2.6 Prediction of intermediate structures
Many methods are validated by showing their capability to predict known
intermedate structures between given pairs of protein structures [20,22]. Therefore, following the same line, we applied our method for the five cases shown in
Table 4 which were proposed in [22] for predicting intermediate structures. In
the table, each row represents a different case of conformational transition path.
For each row, the third column shows the initial and target structures, the
fourth column the number of conformations generated by our method, the fifth
column the intermediate structure mentioned in [22]. The final two columns
show the shortest RMSD distances (considering only alpha carbons) from the
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4
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6

7

8

)

Fig. 10: Optimized paths for Spindle Assembly Checkpoint protein from a)
ARAPi b) Linear c) LST. The self-intersection problem is found in the optimized
paths from all the interpolation methods, as pointed by the red and blue arrows.
In sequence (a), the red-end loop crosses the yellow loop (transition from a2
to a3), the cyan loop (a3 to a4), and the green loop (a4 to a5). The blue
arrows in sequence (a) point to another location of self-intersection: the orange
loop enters (a5 to a6) and then escapes (a6 to a7) the green loop. Similar
self-intersection locations and behaviors are found for sequences b and c.
intermediate structure of our path and of the path in [22], respectively, for
each case.
To generate the paths, we applied our method following the pipeline shown
in Figure 1 and using the same tools and parameters presented above. However,
for multiple-chains cases, applying straightforwardly the ARAP interpolation
would not give valid results due to the disconnections between the chains.
Therefore, for such cases, instead of taking covalent bonds in the initial structure
to construct the ARAP topology, we built ARAP edges between any pair of
atoms whose distance is less than 3 Å in the initial structure.
When observing the shortest RMSD distances based on alpha carbons from
the intermediate structures, we found that our results and those reported in
[22] are close (see the last two columns in Table 4). In particular, the lowest
RMSD is only increased by 0.31 Å in the worst case. Moreover, the variation
of RMSD distances along the paths we obtained has similar patterns to those
obtained in [22] except for the reverse path in experiment 15 (see Section 4 of
the Supplementary Material). This is because the forward and reverse paths
generated by our method do not differ significantly and ARAP interpolation
does not capture hysteresis phenomena. Apart from that, these results show
that our method can generate paths of quality relatively similar to the paths
of [22] without relying on coarse grain representation.
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Table 4: Experiments for the prediction of intermediate structures.
Experiment
ID

*

Name

Initial/Target
(PDB and chain code)

Path
size
L

1BA2(A)/2DRI(A)

48

13

Ribose-binding protein

14

5’-Nucleotidase

1OID(A)/1HPU(A)

93

15

Ribonuclease III

1YYO(AB)/1YYW(AB)

170

16

CA2+ -ATPase

2C9M(A)/1T5S(A)

128

17

Ligand-gated ion channel

4NPQ(ABCDE)/4HFI(ABCDE)

42

Intermediate
structures
(from [22])
1URP(A)
1BA2(B)
2GX6(A)
1OI8(A)
1OID(B)
1YZ9(AB)
2NUG(AB)*
4M30(AB)*
3W5A(A)
4H1W(A)
3TLS(ABCDE)
3TLU(ABCDE)
3TLW(ABCDE)
4NPP(ABCDE)

Shortest RMSD
distance (in Å) from
intermediate structures
in the paths
in our paths
reported in [22]
1.05
1.47
1.04
0.98
2.10
1.84
1.23
4.19
4.11
12.00
12.42
4.85
4.58
4.76
1.36
1.05
1.60
1.48
1.14
-

This intermediate structure is considered for the reverse path.

4 Conclusion
We have presented a method to generate conformational transition paths with
low potential-energy barriers for proteins. The method is composed of three
stages. The first stage uses ARAPi for generating an initial path. The second
stage improves the path conformations by removing steric and ring clashes. The
third stage applies NEB to give a low-energy path. The method was applied
on 12 protein cases. With this method, we assessed the quality of the solutions
obtained with two variants where the Linear or the LST methods replace the
ARAPi method in the first stage for interpolation.
The results showed that the initial paths generated with ARAPi are least
prone to steric clashes although this tendency is the opposite for ring clashes. Our proposed clash remover completely removed both types of clashes.
Moreover, the computational time for removing the clashes of ARAPi paths
is lower than that for Linear and LST paths. The clash remover and NEB
method strongly reduced the energy barriers of the paths. However, they only
changed the paths locally in the case of ARAPi paths because these paths
already had high quality, which rendered them close to their optimized ones.
In contrast, the Linear and LST paths were very different from their optimized
ones. Hence, despite a huge reduction in energy barriers, the optimized paths
arising from Linear or LST had higher energy barriers than those arising from
ARAPi. This means that the interpolation method had a great impact on the
optimized solutions and ARAPi appeared to be the best choice for interpolation
as compared with Linear and LST. We have also shown that our method can
predict intermediate structures without relying on coarse grain representation.
The paths obtained from our proposed method can then be used for other
advanced methods such as for starting a transition path sampling or umbrella
sampling to estimate free energy differences [48,49] or to predict reaction rates
[50].
There are several improvements that we would like to consider for future
work. First, the NEB stage is the most computationally demanding in our
method, because it is currently applied for 1000 iterations. In the future, we
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would like to rely on a smarter stopping criterion to terminate this minimization
process such as when the energy barrier does not decrease after a certain number
of iterations. Secondly, the NEB method used can miss “true” energy barriers
because the paths are discrete. Hence, the methods for estimating the exact
locations of the transition states such as the Dimer method [68] or the climbingimage NEB [69] could be incorporated in our approach. Finally, the proposed
method only gives one path among numerous possible paths. As we have seen,
even though the obtained paths have lower energy barriers, self-intersections
can still be present along a path as in the case of 5’-Nucleotidase, Dengue
2 Virus Envelope Glycoprotein, Spindle Assembly Checkpoint protein, and
Tyrosine kinase. This problem which makes the paths invalid would require
a more global exploration of the energy landscape to find physically feasible
solutions. In the future, we would like to investigate the replacement of ARAPi
by an exploration-based method such as the ART-RRT method [70] to address
such challenging scenarios.

5 Supplementary Material
The path energy reduction thanks to the clash remover and NEB method,
as well as the deviation in bond lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles of
conformations along a path from the initial structure in the experiment for
Diphtheria Toxin were commented in Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. The plots for
these results can be found in Section 1 and 2 of the Supplementary Material.
The self-intersection problem encountered by our path for the case of Tyrosine
kinase is shown in Section 3 of the Supplementary Material. For the prediction
of intermediate structures in Section 3.2.6, Section 4 of the Supplementary
Material also provides the plots describing for our paths the variation of RSMD
distances from intermediate structures.
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